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Religion-the Destiny of Humanity 
'I'he real con test in the world to-day 

is between Philosophy and Religion
philosophy of course, taken in the 
broadest sense, including theories of 
life and society based on facts and 
figures supplied by the Physical Science 
as developed so far; similarly by religion 
we mean Revealed Religion as dis
tinguished from Natural religion which 
latter is only another kind of phi
losophy. 

It is a very confusing moment for 
the .Muslim youth. 11he future of the 
world will · take colours from the 
decision he takes. A mere traditional 
adherence to religion, a mere lip alle
giance to it, will be of BO avail. If 
we stand for religion we must be fully 
conscious of its merits, should know 
enough of it to be enthusiastic over 
it as a Nazi is over his own cult. 
And let us tell you if the Muslims 
cannot stand up for religion no other 
people will. 'I1he following lines are an 
attempt to offer some leading sugges
·tions to the Muslim youth at this 
moment of confusion. 
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Philosopher's Role. 

Philosophers do not appear at the 
rising stage of a community. '.l'hey 
make their appearance when the com
munity or the race has settled do,vn 
emotionally and intellectually. They 
are incapable of creating any new 
faith, but work on the existing volume 
of faith, generated by the current 
religion. Their existence shows that 
the nation is in the blossoming period 
of its history in which looseness in 
thought and impulse is the order, and 
slackening in moral energy inevitable. 

The Philosopher's appeal is to the 
sensuous perceptions of man, as dis
tinguished from the spiritual percep
tions flowing in the deeper regions of 
human mind. 'I.1he over-much impor
tance given to economics, political 
science, sex and ethnology in our 
times show::! philosophy in its most 
intensified form. The physical urges in 
man are taken to be the basic factors 
of civilized existence, and hence an 
appeal is made to the selfish side of 
his nature. 

In its higher aspects, philosophy 
tries to solve the riddles of existence 
by outside observation and speculation. 
Self, as it is, is regarded as competent 
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enough to understand the ultimate 
purpose of existence. We observe, 
analyse and generalise everything and 
everyone else but our own selves in our 
attempt to understand the purpose of 
existence. 

Prophet's Role. 

Prophets, on the other hand, are 
generators of faith, a faith that in
undates all pessimism and makes man 
fit for his moral and cultural struggles, 
a faith that sees permanence in the 
midst of insecurities of life, and that 
sees life in the midst of death. 'ro 
avoi.d any misunderstanding, faith in 
its full brilliance is no make-belief but 
a vivid perception in one's inner con
sciousness of the deeper realities of 
existence and its ultimate destiny. It 
is interesting to observe that the 
various social units of humanity have 
all taken their rise in religious faith. 
'l1he most extravagant atheist can not 
deny that. All the various :r.ion-be
lievers in religion look forward to an 
age when social units will be formed 
on secular foundations, but experiences 
of Russia and Germany in particular 
do not portend well for tbe future of 
such an experiment. Whereas societies 
founded by persons like Krishna and 
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Moses in the misty past still endure 
with all their anachronisms, societies 
only half-based on secular principles 
have proved a danger not only to 
thernselves but even to humanity in 
general. 'I'he difference Jies in the 
fact that whereas the Prophets base 
their work on faith in man, these 
philosophers of our time base the social 
structure of their respective cults on a 
distrust of man and his destiny. Com
munism, for example, cannot trust any 
man with private property and Nazi
ism cannot trust any Jew in the 
civilised world. However strange it 
may sound, the enthusiasm that 
saturates these secular movementR is at 
bottom a product of religion. Pure 
secularism cannot produce anything 
but Cynicism, just as pure intellectua
lism ends only in scepticism and ag
nosticism. The milk of human sympathy 
which constitutes the only constructive 
force at the back of Communism is a 
product of religious culture, a distant 
reflection of the minds of Moses, Jesus, 
and :Mnhammad; it cannot be justified 
on any materialistic ground. 

Further, the appeal of the Prophet 
is to the imperishable in man, hence to 
the hopeful and the sacrificing in him, 
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and herein lies the real solution of our 
present social tangles. 

Lastly the religious way of under
standing the reality of existence begins 
with man's own self. 'I1he self of man, 
as it is, is not regarded as the unerring 
judge of things. The self has to be 
purified before it can be used as the 
right judge of the facts of existence. 
So long as the receptacle of knowledge 
i. e., the human mind is in a crude state 
all knowledge is futile. '11 hat is why 
the Holy Quran places this item at the 
top of the list of the objectives of 
religion. 

"And He it is Who has raised among 
the unlettered (Arabs) an Apostle from 
among themselves who recites to them 
His communications and purifies them, 
and teaches them the Book and Wisdom, 
although they were before certainly in 
dear error"-Ohapter 62, Verse 2. 

Religion -A Standing Martyr. 

The prevailing notion is that religion 
is responsible for much of the ill-will 
and dissension and discord in the world 
of humanity. 'rhe fact, however, is 
that the atrocities associated with re
ligion are the result of irreligion exploi
ting religion. The fault of religion, if 
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it is any fault at all, is that it tends to 
make man unsophisticated, sincere and 
trusting, qualities of mind which are the 
supreme assets of social humanity if left 
to themselves. 'l1he designing and the 
ambitious, however, who inwardly scoff 
at religion, exploit these otherwise good 
qualities to their own ad vantage. Reli. 
gion is, therefore, a martyr at the hand 
of cunni:ag resourceful irreligion. The 
misfortune of religion is that religious 
leaders that can hold their own against 
the machinations of materialism are few 
and far between, and that people in 
gener.il pay their homage more readily 
to things material than to things spiri
tual. The tragedies of Galilee and Taif 
and Karbala, the doleful ends of Socrates 
and Mansur are no detached incidents, 
-they are just important land-marks 
in a perpetual current of martyrdom 
under w hioh religion groans. And we 
must remember that but for this martyr
dom mankind shall be missing that 
courage, that fortitude, that resignation, 
that faith in its own destiny, which 
alone make life beautiful and progres
sive inspite of its many ugly features. 

A Warning to Muslims. 
Muslims should beware of playing :in 

the hands of enemies by thinking that 
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because some religious systems have 
failed, Religion itseif has failed. On the 
contrary herein is a great opportunity 
for Islam. 

We should remember that whereas 
other religions have failed after being 
given a full trial, Islam yet awaits its 
chance. No serious effort has as yet 
been made by the Muslim world to apply 
its intellectual and social energies in 
the interpretation and demonstration of 
the truths embodied in the Scriptures of 
Islam. 

We must not lose sight of the fact 
that neither Hinduism nor Christianity 
have spared any efforts to foist their 
own ideas of life on the civiiized world, 
and that if their respective followers are 
talking of throwing religior:1 overboard 
to-day, it is because they are despairing 
of their own efforts. 

Not to speak of the formidable pro
selytising forces of Christianity even a 
race-bound and confused syst,em of re
ligion like Hinduism, has been feverish
ly active, of late, in propagating its 
philosophy and popularising some of its 

. obsolete practices, not only in the East 
but even in the cultured West. Their 
political pre-occupations at home have 
not stood in the way of their sending 
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innumerable missionaries of various 
types and calibre to popularise their own 
philosophy and culture, for whatever 
they are worth, among the people of the 
West. It is noteworthy that the soul 
of the political movement in Hindu 
India i. e. Mr. Gandhi, "is looked upon as 
a religious figure in the West. This 
clearly shows the religious ambition of 
Hindu India in relation to the world. 
Certainly in this there is a great lesson 
for the Muslims. 

A Voice from within Islam. 
While the true position of religion is 

thus almost forgotten, while the philoso
phers of the vVest have thus usurped 
the position of religious teachers and 
yet paradoxically enough both Chris
tian.ity and Hinduism are vying with 
each other in showing themselves off as 
the best systems in the world, the for
mer having its scientific achievements 
and political supremacy as additional 
arguments to support their claims, so 
much so that practically the whole of 
the Islamic world is almost persuaded to 
believe that the deliverance of the 
world lies in the hands of the followers 
of the Cross, a voice speaks out from 
within the house of Islam, from rather 
an unnoticed corner of it, saying: 
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"Don't flee from Islam, this is the only 
path of guidance, 
"0 ye sleeping ones herein alone is to be 
found the meridian Sun." 

In other words, neither in the politi
cal and economic theories of the West, 
nor even in the clever intellectualism 
of ·neo-Hinduism lies the solution of 
problems either of India or of tho world 
at large. 'I1he solution of all poblems 
lies in Islam and Islam alone. Appa
rently so confusing, this is the proper 
time for the world to understand Islam. 

Needless to say the person who re
presented this voice of Islam was Haz
rat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, a 
person very much misunderstood not 
only by enemies but also by many un
wise friends. 

As if to administer a stronger dose 
of optimism to the drooping son! of the 
Muslim world he had an ILHA.M from 
ON High: 
~ J ~ .., .ij _,.:.; !.:!A;_, ,,.s r f ~ 

Ju~f ~~~;.; ~~J u~r- l!)Y..lo~O CH~, 
"Rojoice thy time is fast approaching 
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"When the feet of the followers of 
Muhammad 

"1Vill fall firmly on a higher minaret". 

In the midst of prevailing darkness, 
this is certainly a startling cry, preg
nant with hope, re-inforced by faith. It 
is no poetical ecstacy nor even a philo
sophical forecast. It has in it that 
spiritual vision, which has, in all critical 
mome11ts of human history, supplied the 
basis for social reconstruction, Hazrat 
Mirza claims to be the Messiah and a 
Messiah certainly is needed to day. 

The soul of humanity is lacerated, its 
heart is bleeding ...... and all this for 
lack of faith. Fortunately humanity is 
conscious of its want. Energy is not 
wan ting, nor intelligence. There is an 
overflow of energy and an over-charging 
of intellectualism. If anything is Jack
ing it is faith, Give humanity that 
faith, it will be completely restored to 
health and vigour. But neither science 
nor philosophy can give faith. Read 
history and you will find that whenever 
faith has come to humanity it has come 
through religion and from no other 
source. Hazrat Mirza's is the only voice 
of religion to-day in the midst of thou
sands of other voices and his is also the 
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voice of Islam. ,vill the youth of Islam 
come forward to grasp his niessage and 
carry it forward tu the world? 

What Does Islam Mean To-day? 

1. 'l'o know what Islam is theoreti
cally read the Hol.v Quran. To know 
it in practice read the life of the 
Prophet Muhammad and the history of 
the early Caliphate. Also read books 
by Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad the 
Promised Messiah and Mujaddid, a 
modern witness to the truth of Islam. 

2. Islam means peace and it incul
cates peace with God and peaee with 
rn an, peace with · God involving a 
successful struggle with tbe evil forces 
in one's own nature, and peace with 
man involving a determined effort to 
enable him to achieve his high destiny. 

3. Islam presents a complete picture 
of the New Social Order the world is 
craving for in its anxiety for peace. 
Humanity is wiser to-day by its expe
riences of other ways, more prepared to 
accept the message of Islam a1.1d act upon 
its ordinances, than when it was first 
delivered. An intellectual and moral 
appea.l is all that is needed to bring it 
round to the code of Islam. 'l1his is the 
special message of the Ahmadiyya 
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movement to the existing followers of 
Islam. 

4. Islam means spiritual fraternity. 
social liberty, constitutional equality 
and democratic policy. 

5. Democracy in Islam means just 
and equitable distribution of rights and 
privileges and not equal participation in 
the affairs of the state. It means free
dom of discussion, but demands obe
dience to the decision of the good and 
the efficient and united acrion. 

6. Islam gives impetus to individual 
efforts but so far as it is consistent with 
the common weal. It abhors accumu
lation of wealth :i.nd enjoins definite 
rules for the free circulation of capital 
and equitable distribution of the na
tional dividend. It avoids individious 
class distinction and condemns class 
consciousneess. 

7. Islam does not ignore the realities 
of life ; it recognises the psycho
physical needs of rnan and prescribes 
ways for their orderly satisfaction: 

8. Islam means unconditional non
violence of the spirit but makes physical 
violence mandatory to meet aggres
sion, and suppression of the freedom of 
conscience. 



9. Islam wants to make man have 
a glimpse of his spiritual destiny even 
while in this world through the proper 
fulfilment of his social duties. It does 
not believe in any spiritual self-unfold
ment away from these duties. 'l'he 
real and the mystical are thus blended 
into a harmonious whole in the wise 
social texture of the Islamic religion. 
It may be called a religion of an outer 
struggle and an inner peace. 
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